The traditional Database partitioning has failed in multi-tenant shared scheme database; this paper proposed a mixed Partitioning Approach. By integrating vertical and horizontal partitioning, we can adaptive expand the multi-tenant database according to the number of server nodes or we can make an optimal partitioning. Experimental results show that our approach can improve the performance of multi-tenant database with heavy loads, and compared with BVP method, our approach increased less distribute transactions.
Introduction
With the increasing amount of information and number of tenants in SaaS application, we need a scalable architecture to respond to the ever-increasing number of concurrent requests. Ideally, with the increase number of tenants, resources are added to ensure the performance of each tenant in an acceptable range. Though we can expand through load balancing or increase software instance at the application server level, database become the bottleneck of the entire system expansion.
Database partitioning can achieve expansion to enhance the performance of the system. For multi-tenant SaaS application, due to its "single-instance, multi-tenant", traditional partition will store tenants' data in different nodes, which lead to an excessive number of join operations and reduce the performance. A particularly important challenge in multi-tenant SaaS application is concerned with achieving a reasonable distribution of multi-tenant data to support the dynamic expansion of the database. This paper researched the related works on database partitioning, and proposed a mixed partitioning approach named "MVHP". By integrating vertical and horizontal partitioning, we can adaptive expand the multi-tenant database according to the number of server nodes or we can make an optimal partitioning. Experiments demonstrate that our approach has a good efficiency and small impact on the original database transactions.
Related Work
Database partitioning technique is an effective means to improve database performance; the basic idea is to partitioning a database into multiple parts and put them into different data nodes. There are two commonly used data partitioning technologies: Vertical and Horizontal Partitioning.
Vertical Partitioning
Vertical partitioning is the process that divides a global object which may be a single relation or more like a universal relation into groups of their attributes, called vertical fragments.
Hoffer [1] proposed a non-linear vertical partitioning technology, which minimize the cost of storing, retrieving and updating. Then, Hoffer and Severance [2] proposed a partitioning approach by using the BEA (Bond Energy Algorithm) [3] . They measure the affinity between pairs of attributes and try to cluster attributes according to their pairwise affinity. This approach is affected by some subject factors.
Eisner and Severance [4] proposed to identify data fragments of high frequency access, and put them in high-speed memory, they provides a mathematical tool for partitioning data into main memory and secondary storage area.
Base on Hoffer and Severance research work, Navathe etc. [5] proposed a two phrase approach for vertical partitioning. In the first phrase, they classified attributes according to the level of the association degree, constructed "attribute affinity matrix", repeated binary divide by experience objective function until it cannot be further divided. In the second phrase, the fragments can be further refined by incorporating estimated cost factors weighted on the basis of the type of problem being solved.
Cornell and Yu [6] propose an algorithm which decreases the number of disk accesses to obtain an optimal binary partitioning. They find an optimal partitioning in each iteration and cut the relation into two fragments, recursively until get the optimal fragment. This approach is also taken into account the impact of physical factors on the overall performance, but only to find a local optimum division. Navathe and Ra [7] proposed a vertical partitioning algorithm by graphics technology, which generate the weight and the maximum closed loop. Their algorithm contains a number of undesirable characteristics. The main advantage of the algorithm is the time of generate all the fragments in a iteration reduced to O(n2). Lin and Zhang proposed an improved vertical partitioning algorithm based on Literature [8] . The two papers both constructed an "attribute-affinity" graphics by "affinity matrix". Wesley W. etc. proposed a transaction-based vertical partitioning algorithm. The algorithm selected "the most important transactions" (such as the most used) to optimize. However, it did not specify how to calculate the minimum estimate cost during the partitioning process.
Horizontal Partitioning
Horizontal partitioning is used to divide data in the relations into different fragments. There are four ways to implement horizontal partitioning: (1) Polling method, which means storing data in database nodes in accordance with the polling mode. This method is easy to implement, but it is not easy to deal with changes in the data node and make a second partitioning. (2) Partitioning carried out in accordance with the range of field values in the table. This method is foreseeable, when the amounts of data exceed the specified range; the fragment needs a further segmentation. The drawback of this method is that it will distribute the data unbalance. (3) Hash partitioning. It is suitable for the situation that can determine the number of the fragments in the beginning. This method can average distribute the data, but it cannot do online expansion, the data needs to be re-partitioning when add some data nodes. (4) Routing table based partitioning. It is a loosely method, which need to maintain a separate routing table. It finds the fragments according to the user's property. It is a more general solution, and need to increase in the functionality at the application level to adapt to this partitioning. By using (a), the fragments generated may be interpreted as relations or record types. By using (b), fragments of a single relation are generated. 
MVHP Approach

Related Definitions Definition 1 Transaction set
Q = {q 1 , q 2 , · · · }, A
Definition 4 Frequency set
QT is the total frequency of accessing different fragments, NT is the total frequency of interfered accesses between data queries.
Q n is the collection of Q, D(Q n ) is the number of different transactions in Q, k i is the total number of the same transactions in Q n , f i is the frequency of transaction t i .
where nis the number of fragments,
DT is the decreased transaction frequency; AT represents the increased interfered transaction frequency. P is a proportional between AT and DT . Because DT is generally considered as the dominant cost factor in the previous approaches, we should consider the cost model with the value of P less than 1 when our proposed method is compared with them.
MVHP Model
In practical, if we only use vertical partitioning to divide the data into different fragments, it will lead to a large number of distributed transactions, which will reduce the overall performance. Meanwhile, a separate fragment contains a large number of data belongs to different tenants, which will reduce the query performance. On the other hand, to multi-tenant database, since there is no business association between tenants, the best choice in horizontal partitioning is divide the data by tenant's id. However, it is not enough, for the fragment divided by tenantid mixed with many application data will become the bottleneck of the whole system with the increasing amount of data. We proposed a mixed partitioning approach, which integrating vertical and horizontal partitioning to implement the extension of multi-tenant shared database. It should be noted that if we follow the literature [5, 6, 7] to construct the AA matrix at first, it will seriously affected the efficiency of the following step, for AA matrix has a huge number of rows and columns. Our approach is first divide the relations according to the different applications, then make a vertical partitioning on the local relations which have high access frequency, at last, with the increasing number of tenants, we make a horizontal partitioning to implement extension. The model of our approach is showed in Fig. 1 .
1. Initialization, create the multi-tenant shared database in single-node.
Partitioning by relations.
In this step, we grouped relations together which are closely in business. This step gives a rough partitioning in the beginning, and should reduce associated between fragments as much as possible. After that, as Fig. 2 shows, all the cross-fragment associated must be interrupted, and all the operations (such as join, group by, order by) across fragments will not be allowed.
Partitioning by attributes
In this step, we continued to implement vertical partitioning on the relations which have a high access frequency. In the earlier research, most of the approaches find the optimal results. However, usually the number of hardware does not equal to the optimal results, for example, the optimal results is four while there are only three data servers. Less fragments will led to a waste of resource, and less resource will use some merging algorithm after partitioning. Based on the hierarchical clustering, we proposed an adaptive vertical partitioning method which can generate multi-level fragments.
1) Construct AUX matrix
To construct an AUX matrix to get the associate between transactions and relations, we should count the frequency in a period. In this paper, we used parts of attributes in the AUX matrix proposed by Navathe (1984) [5] , as Table 1 shows, Transactions Q = {q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 }, and attributes A = {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , a 6 }. 
2) Construct a clustering tree
The clustering tree has n leaf nodes and with the height of n. By bottom-up approach, we merge two attributes from the leaf nodes level according to definition 6. The tree completed until there left no attributes can be merged. As in Fig. 3 , we construct a clustering tree which corresponded to AUX matrix in Table 1 . In each step we need to compare C 2 n times, for example, in step 1 we need to compare C 2 6 = 15. We set P = 1/2, Table 2 record the merge coefficient in step 1. We merge two attributes which has the max merge coefficient in each step. 
3) Generate fragments
We constructed a clustering tree as Fig. 3 shows, from step1 to step6, there were six choices to generated fragments, and we could choose one of that according to our hardware resources. If there are enough server nodes, we can make an optimal partitioning by Evaluation Model AM which defined in Section 2. By computing the AV G(QT ) and AV G(N T ), Fig. 4 shows the result. In this example, the optimal partitioning is in step 4 which has the minimum value of AM, that means divide the relation into three fragments {a 1 , a 5 }, {a 2 , a 3 }, {a 4 , a 6 } is the optimal choice. 
Partitioning by Tenants
In order to avoid the problems caused by large-scale data migration, we use consistency hash function on the machine node and tenants' data to implement unified computing, mapping them in a circle address space (0 232 − 1). As Fig. 5 shows, the data belong to different tenants were distributed to node 1, node 2 and node 3, so there exists three fragments (a 11 , a 12 , a 13 ). When a 13 data growth more than the capacity of the database, we should add another node 4 and make a partitioning on a 13 . We only need move the data which belongs to tenant 3 to node 4. Similarly, when node 2 is unavailable for some reason, we only need move the data from node 2 to node 4. 
Experiment
The environment we conducted experiments on was in a LAN, the data node was running on a MySQL database server with 3.0 GHz Intel Xeon processor and 1 GB of memory. In the beginning, there was one data node, and we adjust the number of the nodes and tenants during the experiment.
Test the impact of the original database transaction after a partitioning
Since there is no standard data set for this task, we construct a base schema of a particular business domain application from the data schema in TPC-W database [9] . We append a tenantid column so that it can be shared by multiple tenants as "Common tables". TPC-W specifies a database model and query transaction, but no statistical for query transaction, so we assume each query has an equal value. Firstly, we divided the schema into 4 fragments: P1 (customers), P2 (orders), P3 (products), P4 (customer objects), then integration the attributes in the relations belongs to the different fragments, count the frequency and construct an AUX matrix.
When finished the partitioning, we compared the result to BVP method proposed by Navathe (1984) which was so far able to meet the optimal partitioning and multi-division. Fig. 6 shows the average increased distributed transactions from P1 to P4 in different partitioning fragments. From the experiment, we can see that there were no increased distributed transactions when there was one data node. MVHP had less distributed transactions than BVP when the number of nodes is 2 or 3. After that, when there were 4 nodes, both of our approach and BVP meet the optimal partitioning, so they had the same result. When we going on add nodes, MVHP make a partitioning by tenantid, and there were no new distributed transactions, while BVP increased. 
Test the database performance after a partitioning
We used the result in Test 1 to going on our experiment, and we accessed data by "client/server" mode. We write java client on multiple hosts simultaneously to simulate multi-tenant session, each client using multiple threads to achieve concurrent users, each session run in its own thread and got the target database by connection pool. Server nodes run MySQL database. We deployed a java middleware between the client and server side for forwarding sql request and aggregate query results. We simulation CRUD Affairs in the experiment and record the processing capabilities of the database system in different number of concurrent connections. Fig. 7 shows the result. We can conclude that: (1) The performance of single database node sudden drop with the increased number of concurrent connections, it become the bottleneck of the overall performance. (2) When the load is small, due to the middleware on sql forwarding and aggregate the query results which caused some loss of performance, so it is best not to make a partitioning when the load is small. (3) With heavy loads, each fragment database bear over the request transactions forwarded by the middleware, it reduced the number of connections and consumed resources in a single database node. Therefore, in this situation, to increase the number of fragments can more significantly enhance the performance of the database. 
Conclusions
This paper proposed a mixed partitioning approach for multi-tenant data schema, which made a good scalability in multi-tenant shared database, while it can meet the optimal partitioning and multi-division. In future work, we will go on researching on data caching mechanism, for further optimize performance and reduce costs.
